Meds & Food For Kids

FROM SOIL TO SACHET VIRTUAL GALA

CELEBRATING THE WORK OF DR. PAT WOLFF

EVENT PROGRAM
Dear Friends,

On behalf of all of us at MFK, including Haitian staff, our dedicated board members, volunteers, and the thousands of children in Haiti and around the world that we serve, we thank you for joining us this evening.

After a tumultuous and unpredictable year, we are thrilled to come together tonight to honor the positively profound work of Dr. Patricia Wolff. In a country that many write off as impossible, Dr. Pat has made so much possible; for the hundreds of thousands of children who are alive because of our nutritional products, for the 2,470 farmers whose livelihoods and family income have increased, for the 66 Haitian staff members whose professional abilities and fortunes have been forever changed, and for the general hope that MFK provides as a well-run, Haitian-led operation.

As the new Chief Executive Officer of MFK, I am honored to stand with Dr. Pat, who has shown us through her 33 years of volunteer service in Haiti, 17 as the volunteer Executive Director of MFK, that she believes in humanity, hard work and in a Haiti that deserves a better future.

In 2020 alone, we were able to:

- Treat 343,167 children in Haiti and 149,547 children in other countries with Medika Mamba produced by our 66 Haitian employees.
- Supplement 44,602 students with our nutritious school snack, Vita Mamba.
- Educate 123 smallholder farmers in collaboration with our agriculture partners.

The last year has been particularly challenging for MFK due to Covid-19 and extreme political unrest. Our amazing staff in the US and Haiti have worked tirelessly to coordinate operations and were able to produce more product than ever, even though US staff could not travel to Haiti for most of the year! This is testament to the strong foundation that Dr. Pat has laid, and we expect to continue from strength to strength in this next phase.

Though we honor Dr. Pat tonight, we are in fact honoring all of you who have supported MFK from the peanut grinding days in a dark house in Cap-Haitien to our state-of-the-art factory of today. You have shared Dr. Pat’s relentless commitment to serve, and your gifts of time and treasure have made every facet of our work possible. We know that there is so much more work to be done, so many more lives to save, and we ask that you walk with us as we continue the legacy of Dr. Pat.

Mesi Anpil,
Angela Brown Gilliam
Chief Executive Officer

Novus is a proud supporter of Meds and Food for Kids and their efforts to save the lives of malnourished children and nutritionally-vulnerable people in Haiti. Partnering together brings our vision "to help feed the world affordable, wholesome food and achieve a higher quality of life" to reality.

Congratulations to Dr. Patricia Wolff for 33 years of volunteer service to malnourished children of Haiti.

MISSION

MEDS & FOOD FOR KIDS IS DEDICATED TO MEETING THE ESSENTIAL NUTRITIONAL NEEDS OF MALNOURISHED CHILDREN, PREGNANT AND NURSING WOMEN AND SCHOOLCHILDREN USING READY-TO-USE THERAPEUTIC FOODS (RUTFs) PRODUCED IN OUR FACTORY IN CAP-HAITIEN, HAITI. BY TRANSFERRING SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE TO OUR HAITIAN WORKERS AND ENGAGING FARMERS IN ORDER TO SOURCE LOCAL RAW MATERIALS, WE BREAK THE CYCLE OF POVERTY AND SUSTAINABLY STIMULATE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

MFK WORKS TO TRANSFORM THE LIVES OF MALNOURISHED CHILDREN AND MOTHERS IN HAITI. BY REVERSING THE DEVASTATING EFFECTS OF MALNUTRITION, CHILDREN ARE GIVEN A SECOND CHANCE TO THRIVE PHYSICALLY AND COGNITIVELY AND CONTRIBUTE TO THEIR COUNTRY’S FUTURE. OUR VISION IS THAT ONE DAY, HAITIAN CHILDREN WILL RECEIVE OPTIMUM NUTRITION FROM CONCEPTION TO ADULTHOOD.
JEFF CIVILLICIO
A LAS VEGAS HEADLINER, TV & LIVE EVENT HOST PERSONALITY AND PHILANTHROPIST

At the end of 2019, Jeff celebrated his 10-year Las Vegas residency as a Headliner with Caesars Entertainment. His show has been named “Best of Las Vegas” 3 times in a row by the Las Vegas Review Journal, “Entertainer of the Year” by Vegas Inc, and boasts a 5-star rating on Ticketmaster, Yelp, and Google. Today, when he's not hosting or keynote speaking at major conferences nationwide, Jeff is focused on the continued expansion of his nonprofit. He is the Founder & Chairman of Win-Win Entertainment, a 501c3 national nonprofit that creates opportunities for professional entertainers, athletes and celebrities to share their time and talent with youth in need at children’s hospitals and foster homes. In December 2019, Jeff traveled to Cap-Haitien, Haiti to visit the Meds & Food for Kids factory and perform for Haitian children in local orphanages and schools.
We are proud to stand beside you, creating SUSTAINABLE CHANGE one peanut at a time.

WE SALUTE YOU, DR. PAT WOLFF!

#partoftheTEAM #partoftheSOLUTION icnemehc.com
CELEBRATING THE WORK OF 
DR. PAT WOLFF
Congratulations on saving over 493,000 lives!

Proud Supporter of Meds & Food for Kids

WAYS TO GIVE

Visit www.mfkhaiti.org/donate
Call Meds & Food for Kids at 314.420.1634
Mail Donations to:
Meds & Food for Kids
8050 Watson Road, Ste. 355
St. Louis, MO 63119

SCAN

MFK FUND-A-NEED LEVELS 2021

$10,000 GIFT
- Can save the lives of 145 severely malnourished children
- Can pay for 2 rural outreach health workers in the “Last Mile” for 1 year
- Can buy 20,408 LB of Haitian peanuts for use in making our nutritious foods

$5,000 GIFT
- Can save the lives of 72 severely malnourished children
- Can provide our Vita Mamba school snack to 102 children for the 160-day school year
- Can pay the annual salary of one Haitian agricultural extension technician

$3,000 GIFT
- Can save the lives of 44 severely malnourished children
- Can provide one month of necessary lab supplies for our quality assurance team
- Can supplement 36 poorly nourished pregnant and nursing mothers for 6 months with Mamba Djanm

$1,000 GIFT
- Can save the lives of 15 severely malnourished children
- Can provide our Vita Mamba school snack to 21 children for the 160-day school year
- Can supply 510 gallons of diesel for use in our factory generators or vehicles

$500 GIFT
- Can save the lives of 7 severely malnourished children
- Can supplement 6 poorly nourished pregnant and nursing mothers for 6 months with Mamba Djanm
- Can provide a laptop computer and necessary software for an MFK employee

$225 GIFT
- Can save the lives of 3 severely malnourished children
- Can provide our Vita Mamba school snack to 5 children for the 160-day school year
- Can provide a height board for measuring children in our “Last Mile” clinics

$138 GIFT
- Can save the lives of 2 severely malnourished children
- Can supply posters to 100 rural families with directions for clean water, diarrhea treatment and nutrition
- Can buy a standing scale for weighing children in our “Last Mile” clinics
ROSE MARIE PAUL
A FARMER’S STORY

My name is Rose Marie Paul and I live in Kamam, Haiti. Because of MFK’s training, I have learned a lot. They helped me plant my own peanut garden and I learned techniques I had never learned before. Now I plant my peanuts on time and take care of them very early on. I have also learned not to allow weeds to grow in my garden to avoid disease. Now MFK buys my peanuts, and it helps me a lot because I am able to make money. I also feel happy knowing that my work helps children around the country.

THANK YOU
WE APPRECIATE THE SUPPORT OF OUR EVENT DONORS

CHRISTINE ARMSTRONG
GEORGE AND JULIE BECK
NANCY BIRKENMEIER
JEROME AND CATHERINE GIDLOW
STEPHANIE GRUNENFELDER
JULIE MASON

TIMOTHY F NOELKER
EMILY RAUH PULITZER
SUZANNE AND JIM SHELTON
JULIE SWARD
BRIAN YOST

*LISTING AS OF 02/10/2021
1 OUT OF 5 CHILDREN IN HAITI IS MALNOURISHED

- Annual household income in Haiti is $1800
- 4 out of 7 Haitians live in poverty
- 7% of Haitian children will die before their 5th birthday

YOUR SUPPORT HAS AN IMPACT: $69 TO SAVE THE LIFE OF ONE CHILD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOB CREATION &amp; CAPACITY BUILDING</th>
<th>MALNUTRITION TREATMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFK manufactures Medika Mamba in a state-of-the-art factory in Cap Haitien, Haiti. The factory employs Haitian workers and whenever possible purchases raw materials from Haitian farmers.</td>
<td>Sometimes called miracle peanut butter, Meds &amp; food for Kids’ Medika Mamba is considered the “gold standard” for treating malnutrition by the World Health Organization. MFK’s Medika Mamba has a more than 85% success rate in treating severe malnutrition in just 6 to 8 weeks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGRICULTURE DEVELOPMENT</th>
<th>RESEARCH &amp; DEVELOPMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFK educates farmers in their fields and in workshops. We bring information and modern methods of cultivation, fertilization and treatment of seeds, which helps these smallholder farms increase their yields and in turn, their incomes.</td>
<td>MFK is working to meet the needs of a vulnerable people both in areas of nutrition and agriculture. We strive to continue making advancements to brighten the future of Haiti.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"WHAT COUNTS IN LIFE IS NOT THE MERE FACT THAT WE HAVE LIVED. IT IS WHAT DIFFERENCE WE HAVE MADE TO THE LIVES OF OTHERS THAT WILL DETERMINE THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE LIFE WE LEAD."

- MANDELA
ON BEHALF OF THE 492,714 MALNOURISHED CHILDREN, 2,470 FARMERS AND 44,602 SCHOOLCHILDREN WHOSE LIVES HAVE BEEN CHANGED BY YOUR GENEROSITY...

MESI ANPIL!
THANK YOU VERY MUCH!